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ABSTRACT

Memory disclosure vulnerabilities have become a common component for enabling reliable exploitation of systems by leaking the contents of executable data. Previous research towards protecting executable data from disclosure has failed to gain popularity due to large performance penalties and required architectural changes. Other research has focused on protecting application data but fails to consider a vulnerable application that leaks its own executable data.

In this paper we present HideM, a practical system for protecting against memory disclosures in contemporary commodity systems. HideM addresses limitations in existing advanced security protections (e.g., fine-grained ASLR, CFI) wherein an adversary discloses executable data from memory, reasons about protection weaknesses, and builds corresponding exploits. HideM uses the split-TLB architecture, commonly found in CPUs, to enable fine-grained execute and read permission on memory. HideM enforces fine-grained permission based on policy generated from binary structure thus enabling protection of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) binaries. In our evaluation of HideM, we find application overhead ranges from a 6.5% increase to a 2% reduction in runtime and observe runtime memory overhead ranging from 0.04% to 25%. HideM requires adversaries to guess ROP gadget locations making exploitation unreliable. We find adversaries have less than a 16% chance of correctly guessing a single gadget across all 28 evaluated applications. Thus, HideM is a practical system for protecting vulnerable applications which leak executable data.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

K.6.5 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]: Security and Protection—Unauthorized access;  
D.4.6 [Operating System]: Security and Protection—Information Flow Controls; Access Controls
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1. INTRODUCTION

Protecting memory is a critical component to ensuring the security of a system. Process memory contains many types of sensitive information including code, keys, and other secrets. Contemporary computer hardware contains page level memory protections preventing reads and writes. These protections provide isolation between address spaces (e.g. user and kernel-space).

Recent processor extensions seek to protect memory within an address space. For example, the no-execute (NX) protection bit prevents execution of specific memory pages (e.g., stacks). Unfortunately, techniques such as Return Oriented Programming (ROP) allow successful exploitation without executing these memory pages [21].

A common requirement for modern exploits to bypass system protections (e.g., ASLR, DEP) is reading memory. Specifically, a memory disclosure vulnerability is used to disclose code locations and values to ensure exploit reliability and correctness [15]. Memory disclosure vulnerabilities that leak code instructions are fundamentally possible because execute permission always implies read permission on commodity hardware. As a result, advanced protections such as fine-grained ASLR [13, 32] and Control Flow Integrity [2, 35] can be bypassed leading to exploitation [22, 10].

Execute-only memory is a well defined and understood technique for protecting the contents of memory. Multics, a classical secure system design and architecture, included an execute-only bit for memory pages [7]. XoM implemented execute-only memory by encrypting executable data and only decrypting on instruction loads. XoM required a custom processor architecture and suffered from poor performance making adoption difficult. Regardless, both approaches are too coarse grained in their protections.

We seek to broadly protect critical contents of userspace memory by leveraging a concept we call code hiding. Code hiding is inspired by PaX [26] for enabling no-execute memory without hardware extensions, as well as by advanced rootkit hiding that prevents forensic analysis [23]. We propose code hiding to protect userspace memory from being read by a malicious or vulnerable process. Code hiding is
enabled using the unique features of the split Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) architecture to configure reads of executable pages on contemporary commodity hardware.

In this paper we propose HideM, a system that disallows userspace code from arbitrarily reading critical data in its own memory address space. HideM is built on code hiding to prevent reading executable data of existing legacy and COTS binaries. We observe the majority of code does not need to be read but only executed. We propose code reading policy as an approach to enforce fine grained read access on executable pages. Applications can also leverage HideM to protect sensitive data by encoding critical data in executable pages. The design of HideM allows integration with existing advanced security techniques (e.g., fine-grained ASLR [32, 13] and CFI approaches [35]). HideM ensures memory disclosure vulnerabilities cannot be used to find ROP gadgets to enable reliable exploitation, discover vulnerabilities in memory, and enable some forms of data leakage. Furthermore, HideM is generic and can be enabled on existing commercial hardware with minimal performance overhead to protect memory against disclosures.

Code reading policies are created based on data that may be legitimately read by code. For example, the GNU GCC compiler will embed exception handling data in code pages as an .eh_frame section. Policies are generated based on binary structure (e.g., read-only data in executable pages) and code/function symbols. To identify what code needs to be read as data, we perform binary analysis to recover code symbols from executable sections and identify data in code. We perform minimal manual analysis to verify the identification of data in code as correctly identifying all data in code is provably undecidable [33]. HideM uses code reading policies to divide read data from executable data (e.g., machine code) on executable pages. Shadow memory pages are created containing only required readable data or executable data. The OS kernel configures the hardware split-TLB to hide executable data from userspace read access. As a result, HideM can transparently apply code reading policies to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) binaries.

In this paper, we make the following contributions:

- We design and implement HideM for protecting against the broader threat of information disclosure of process memory. HideM leverages code hiding as a new security mechanism to provide fine-grained userspace read access without changing current commodity hardware.
- We propose code reading policy to automatically configure userspace reads of binary executable pages. Policy is enforced at runtime and protects executable data vulnerable to memory disclosure.
- We evaluate compatibility, performance, and security impact of HideM. We find that HideM has limited impact on performance. The runtime increase ranges from 6.5% to 2% reduction. We observe working memory increases ranging from 0.04% to 25%. Furthermore, HideM raises the level of security for protected binaries by reducing the probability of reliable exploit. We find an adversary has a less than 16% chance of guessing a single valid ROP gadget.

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 has a background on memory access and memory disclosures. Section 3 provides an overview, Section 4 discusses design, and Section 5 provides implementation details. Section 6 evaluates HideM. Section 7 discusses limitations and future work. Section 8 has related work. Section 9 concludes.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We briefly provide background and motivation for HideM. First, we discuss memory accesses using hardware caching of virtual to physical mappings. Then, we motivate HideM looking at the threat of memory disclosure on existing security protections.

2.1 Memory Access via TLB

The Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) is a cache used by processors to reduce the cost of continuous memory accesses. The TLB stores mappings from page numbers (i.e., upper bits of a linear/virtual address) to physical frame (i.e., upper bits of physical address) along with page status and permissions. The TLB obviates the need for the system Memory Management Unit to walk page-tables for each memory access. The TLB also assists in MMU translations (i.e., walking pages-tables) by adding entries for intermediate page-table values (i.e., top level page directories).

Operations of TLB: TLB operations for managing entries are architecture specific. For example, SPARC implements TLB in software and thus the OS manages the TLB by adding and evicting entries [34]. On the other hand, x86 and ARM architectures use both hardware and software for TLB management [20, 12]. Specifically, entries are only added by hardware after the MMU walks page-tables. Entries are flushed (i.e., evicted) by both hardware events such as task-switch or using privileged CPU instructions.

Split-TLB Architecture: Processors commonly contain two TLBs, a DTLB to handle data accesses and an ITLB to handle instruction fetches. This split architecture allows for better locality of accessed memory [16]. In normal execution, the DTBLB and ITLB are synchronized and contain the same values for a given address. TLB flushes of a specific address will remove associated entries from both the ITLB and DTLB. However, entries are added based on the type of CPU access. If an instruction is executed on a page, an ITLB entry is added. If memory is read, for example via a move instruction, a DTLB entry is added.

2.2 Memory Disclosure

Memory disclosures are a subset of information leakage vulnerabilities in which an adversary gains unauthorized access to read raw memory. An adversary can then leak sensitive information such as encryption keys, passwords, or executable data. Using leaked executable code and associated addresses, an adversary can build reliable ROP based exploits in an automatic and just-in-time fashion [22]. Memory disclosures have also been used in bypassing CFI enforcement. Goktas et al. showed relaxed CFI code transfer enforcement can lead to ROP based exploitation [10]. The authors’ exploit relied on a memory disclosure vulnerability to find function call and return stubs for trampolines.

There is a growing need to protect systems against memory disclosures; however existing research is limited. In independent work, Backes et al. [4] seek to provide “Execute Not Read” (XnR) permissions on code pages. Unfortunately, the proposed approach allows reading of the currently executing
The general flow of HideM is shown in Figure 2. Prior to execution, binaries are analyzed and data locations in executable sections are added to the binary as non-loaded data. Upon loading of the binary, the OS will identify the binary as protected by HideM, extract the data locations, and identify load information (i.e., segment permissions, section permission, offsets). Using this information, HideM builds a read policy containing executable data regions and data required to be read. On first load of a protected page into memory (e.g., on page-fault), the policy is applied to the faulting page by identifying the locations of read-only data, executable data, and data locations on the page. The policy is then enforced through hardware configurations set by the OS. Specifically, we leverage the concepts of desynchronizing the split ITLB/DTLB to seamlessly enforce different memory permissions for different CPU operations (i.e., instruction loads and memory reads) (C-1).

Assumptions: We assume that the system has a Memory Management Unit (MMU) configured with virtual addressing and page-tables. This requirement effectively enables
TLB caching and virtual address permissions (e.g., supervisor, non-writable, non-execute, non-present). We assume that all code pages for hiding are non-writable. Our approach assumes the target hardware has a split-TLB architecture and does not have a unified TLB cache. We discuss implications of unified TLB caches in Section 7.

**Threat Model:** We trust that the operating system kernel is not modified or compromised. Attackers have access to memory disclosure vulnerabilities that can read arbitrary userspace virtual memory of a vulnerable process. However, the attackers do not have prior knowledge about known locations of ROP gadgets in memory. Specifically, the attacker cannot assume ROP gadget locations based on binary load location.

### 4. HIDE M

Next, we discuss the details of HideM. In Section 4.1, we discuss enforcing memory permissions based on memory access types using TLB de-synchronization and OS kernel page table management. In Section 4.2, we discuss generating and enforcing a code reading policy. Section 4.3 discusses HideM support for protecting userspace executable memory allocations.

#### 4.1 Memory Permissions Enforcement

HideM provides separate enforcement for reading and executing data in memory for commodity systems. Memory permissions are enforced by (1) trapping all accesses to hidden memory (i.e., protected executable pages) by default, and (2) configuring the ITLB and DTLB to allow access to distinct physical pages for code and data respectively. Once the TLB is configured, future memory accesses of the page will not trap, allowing execution to continue. The TLB needs reconfiguration after the TLB is cleared. Figure 3 shows an overview of enforcing memory protections. The hardware traps hidden memory access based on virtual memory page permissions. The page-fault handler is then responsible for priming the TLB with correct virtual to physical page mappings and permissions.

**4.1.1 Permissions Management**

By default, all accesses to hidden memory must be trapped when the TLB is not configured. This ensures that the OS kernel can configure memory permissions for hidden memory prior to access. This is similar to standard page-faults whereby the OS kernel is responsible for correctly configuring page-table entries. However, the lack of distinction between execute and read permissions in page-table structures limits the ability to handle hidden memory in hardware. Instead, the OS must intervene on access to configure permissions accordingly.

HideM uses page-faults as a gate to mediate all accesses to hidden memory. To enable page-faults by default, the user bit is cleared for page-table entries of protected memory effectively marking the memory for supervisor access only. This bit is commonly cleared for kernel pages and is supported on all contemporary processors. As a result, all accesses from userspace to the protected page will cause a page-fault. Note that all HideM page-table entries by default have a physical address of a shared zero page. This prevents any userspace controlled memory from being used for privilege escalation.

Blocking all userspace accesses to hidden memory will not allow for useful execution. To allow execution to continue, the page-tables are temporarily configured with permissions that allow memory access based on CPU operation of the fault. For example, on an instruction fetch fault, HideM temporarily maps the page-table entry to the physical address of the code page and sets permission for userspace access. Next, the TLBs are de-synchronized to allow execution, but block future reads. After de-synchronization, the page-table entry that blocks access by default is restored.

#### 4.1.2 TLB Priming and De-synchronization

The split-TLB architecture stores separate virtual address to physical address mappings along with permissions for instruction loads and data reads. In traditional system operations, page-table configurations are added to TLB caches upon memory access and instruction fetches. As a result, when data from a code page is both read and executed, the ITLB and DTLB values will be identical and thus synchronized.

TLB de-synchronization occurs when the ITLB and DTLB contain different entries for the same virtual address. The implication of de-synchronization allows a single virtual address access to result in disparate physical page accesses. For example, Figure 3 depicts a de-synchronization where an ITLB entry for virtual address 0x40000 maps to physical address 0x1000 and the DTLB has a mapping for virtual address 0x40000 to physical address 0x4000. Unfortunately, TLB operations for adding entries to the ITLB and DTLB are limited to specific architectures as discussed in Section 2.1. As a result, we must provide a way to add entries to the ITLB and DTLB thereby enabling TLB de-synchronization.

TLB priming is the process of configuring hardware to add entries to either the ITLB or DTLB. The idea of TLB priming uses the knowledge of how hardware adds entries to respective caches. In the case of the ITLB, an entry is added...
after the page-table is successfully walked by the configured MMU to fetch an instruction. Similarly, a DTLB entry is added upon walking the page-table for a read operation. A successful page-table walk occurs when the physical page for a page-table entry is present and contains the correct permissions for the operation.

Priming of the TLB begins when a page-fault occurs on access to hidden memory. The TLB entry for the address is flushed for the virtual address accessed by the operation. This is required to ensure there are no existing entries that may contain wrong permissions (e.g., supervisory). Two page-table entries are generated to allow userspace access. One entry pertains to a read operation and the other to an execute operation and thus the corresponding entries are configured with the physical page addresses accordingly.

The page-tables of the faulted process are briefly updated with the read page entry and the code page entry. When the page-table is set with the read entry, the DTLB can be primed by reading one byte from the page using the faulted virtual address. Similarly, the ITLB is primed after the code page is mapped in the page-tables and then executing an instruction in the page. On the first page-fault for a hidden page, the executable data page is mapped to kernel space and the page is searched to find a return gadget or similar instruction (e.g., ret, jmp %reg). Searching for the gadget using kernelspace addressing prevents priming the DTLB with a userspace address to code page entry. HideM then calls into the page at the gadget location using the userspace virtual address of the return gadget. After priming, the page-table is updated to the original faulting value. For processors that support SMEP and SMAP, protections are disabled immediately before priming and enabled after priming.

HideM primes both the ITLB and DTLB on each page-fault. This prevents multiple page-faults from occurring by code that reads data on the executable pages.

4.1.3 Non-Execute Optimization

For processors supporting non-execute (NX) page permissions, HideM can use the NX bit to trap access instead of the user bit. By default, HideM protected pages will all be non-execute and mapped to the read page allowing applications to read the data but not execute. Page-faults for priming only occur on execution. This is beneficial in applications containing large amounts of read-only data on executable pages.

4.2 Code Reading Policy

De-synchronized TLBs allow page-level read and execute policies to be set on memory. For example, HideM can enforce execute-only memory wherein executable pages cannot be read. Unfortunately, executable pages of existing binaries often contain data that is read during execution. As a result, execute-only pages are too broad for applying permissions to binaries. Thus, HideM must allow selective reads of executable pages to enable correct execution.

Code reading policy identifies the bytes on an executable page that may be read as data. Executable pages read as data will only contain required data for execution and not the majority of code.

Data required to be read on executable pages can be categorized into two types:

DT-1 read-only data on executable pages (e.g., jump tables, exception handler data, binary headers)

DT-2 immediate values used for pointer arithmetic and function calls (e.g., symbol addresses, call offsets).

HideM instances of DT-1 and DT-2 data are represented as byte ranges and offsets in executable pages. After all of the data embed in executable pages is identified, the offsets and ranges of identified data are added to the binary in a new section which is processed during binary load time. Next, we provide details for identifying DT-1 and DT-2 data using binary structure and binary analysis.

4.2.1 Identifying DT-1 Data

DT-1 data can (1) reside outside executable data (e.g., binary headers) or (2) be embedded with executable data (e.g., jump-tables). This data is never executed by a process and thus can be removed from code pages used for execution.

Read-only DT-1 data outside of executable sections can be identified using binary structure and metadata. For example, ELF [6] binaries contain sections which identifies contents and permissions. Sections are associated with segments which defines in-memory binary locations and permissions. Section permissions are disjoint from segments allowing read-only sections to be part of an executable segment. GNU GCC default linker scripts combine read-only sections (e.g., .rodata, .eh_frame_hdr, .eh_frame, .rela.dyn) with executable sections (e.g., .init, .plt, .text, .fini) into one segment and thus the same physical pages of memory. PE/COFF [29] read-only data is by default configured in different pages simplifying policy generation on Windows.

Read-only DT-1 data embedded within executable sections is identified using binary analysis. We apply a modified algorithm and heuristic presented by Zhang and Sekar [35] to discover jump-tables and other non-standard data in code. Specifically, we run the algorithm to first identify all control flow locations and build a control flow graph. The algorithm identifies jump-tables to determine all indirect control flow locations required for enforcing control flow integrity. To identify data that is not noted as jump tables, regions of the binary not belonging to the generated call graph are marked as unknown. These regions map to gaps and errors in disassembly. Complete and correct identification of data in code requires correct disassembly, which is a known undecidable problem [33]. Thus, we perform minimal manual analysis of unknown regions to verify contents as data. Due to space constraints, we only briefly describe the algorithm for disassembly and analysis. We encourage the reader to read previous work [35] for a more detailed discussion of the algorithm.

4.2.2 Identifying DT-2 Data

DT-2 data is often encoded by linkers as relocation information. Relocation data is commonly found in PE/COFF binaries and used for enabling binary relocation and ASLR. Thus, Windows binaries with ASLR enabled do not require analysis to identify DT-2 data. However, ELF binaries often have relocation information stripped which makes generating a code reading policy from COTS binaries less feasible.

We look to recover relocation information by analyzing binaries to identify potential symbol references. Unfortunately, complete reconstruction of relocation information from binaries is an unsolved problem [18]. However, we identify that reconstructing DT-2 data is a confined prob-
lem with a number of assumptions and restrictions. As a result, DT-2 data can be reconstructed from static binary analysis.

DT-2 data assumes that memory being read as data will reside in executable sections. This data is categorized into two groups: (1) immediate values that represent addresses located within an executable section, and (2) instruction pointer relative offsets resolving to an executable section.

Prior to execution, DT-2 data is identified using binary headers and analysis of the disassembled binary. Executable sections and their ranges in virtual memory are found using binary headers and the base load address. The binary is disassembled and searched for operations containing immediate values and instruction relative pointer operations that resolve to addresses located in code sections. For example, a x86 call instruction will specify a relative address to execute. The offsets used as part of the instruction must be readable. Identifying DT-2 data is performed during analysis to identify DT-1 data embedded in code.

### 4.2.3 Applying the Policy

HideM uses DT-1 and DT-2 data to divide executable pages into read pages (i.e., containing only DT-1 and DT-2 data) and code pages (i.e., executable data which includes DT-2 data). Once divided, these pages are used in TLB priming and de-synchronization. TLB hardware then enforces the read and execute policies on these pages as described in Section 4.1.2.

At binary load time, DT-1 and DT-2 data locations are recorded and associated with virtual memory address allocations (e.g., Virtual Memory Areas for Linux, Virtual Address Descriptors for Windows). The associated values are then used to generate separate code-only and read-only pages when an executable page is mapped into memory.

On a page-fault of a non-present executable page, DT-1 and DT-2 ranges are checked to determine if the executable page has data that can be read by code. If the faulting page does not have DT-1 and DT-2 ranges, the code page should never be read as code and thus the DT LB is only primed with a shared zeroed page. If the executable page contains DT-1 or DT-2 ranges, then a read page is created and the code page is modified with respect to DT-1 and DT-2 ranges. Specifically, the DT-1 and DT-2 ranges from the code page are copied to the read page. The code page has DT-1 ranges filled with halt instructions. If the page contains only DT-1 data, then the page is not modified and a shared code-page filled with halt instructions is used to prime the ITLB. By isolating DT-1 data and executable data into separate pages, the policy prevents read-only data on executable pages from being used as ROP gadgets.

### 4.2.4 Hardening HideM against ROP Exploits

DT-2 data must be both readable and executable. Therefore, the same DT-2 data values will appear in both the read and the code shadow pages. This property allows an adversary to potentially build ROP gadgets from DT-2 data. Since DT-2 data is limited in size (4 bytes) and is non-contiguous, the complexity of potential ROP gadgets is limited. However, HideM strives to make the discovery of DT-2 ROP gadgets as difficult as possible.

As depicted in Figure 3, discovering DT-2 data in read pages is trivial: all non-DT-2 data is zero. We harden HideM by replacing the zero data with random data. The random data is created to match the form of DT-2 data. Therefore the adversary must guess if a memory location value is DT-2 data (i.e., executable) or not. An incorrect guess will cause the program to crash.

HideM generates random, fake DT-2 data based on the types of values that are stored in DT-2 data. Specifically, DT-2 data is instruction pointer relative addresses or values. We fill read pages with false data that is relative to both the location being filed and the executable sections for the binary loaded at this location. We also randomly align this data in the page to prevent guessing DT-2 data locations based on alignment.

### 4.3 Protecting Userspace Allocated Executable Memory

HideM generates code reading policy based on DT-1 and DT-2 ranges from the kernel at process load time. However, many applications load shared libraries from userspace (i.e., dynamic linking) or dynamically allocate executable memory at runtime (e.g., scripting). This presents a challenge, since HideM does not have the context required generate code reading policy for these executable pages.

To address this challenge, HideM provides an interface for userspace applications to provide context required for protecting runtime allocated memory. Memory may be flagged as HideM protected at allocation time or by changing protections. In effect, this makes protected memory execute-only. The userspace application can then provide DT-1 and DT-2 ranges to generate the shadow pages for priming. Note that, HideM only enforces protection after the memory has been made non-writable. As a result, HideM can protect dynamically loaded libraries and other dynamically allocated memory at runtime.

### 5. IMPLEMENTATION

Our HideM implementation uses a modified tool from previous research [35] to disassemble and parse binaries to identify DT-1 and DT-2 data. Specifically, we added support...
for 64-bit binaries. DT-1 and DT-2 data locations are then written back into the binary as a separate non-loaded section. HideM protected binaries have their in-memory permissions of executable data modified with a new protection flag. Note that HideM converted binaries also work on legacy systems.

We implemented HideM for Linux Kernel 3.10.12 with 64-bit ELF support. Currently, we do not have 32-bit support, however this is an engineering issue. We augment ELF binary loading in the kernel to extract DT-1 and DT-2 ranges from the HideM enabled binaries. We also modify interpreter loading to protect HideM enabled dynamic loaders or interpreters as discussed in Section 4.3. Code reading policy is associated with binary load addresses and the provided DT-1 and DT-2 ranges. False executable data used for hardening against ROP exploits is generated using a hardware random number generator.

To test support for shared libraries, we modified the LD-loader for GLIB 2.18. The LD-loader tells the kernel which binary and data locations to protect. In total we added 53 lines to enable HideM support of GLIB. We believe minimal effort would be required for porting other dynamic loaders such as Apache's mod_so for Dynamic Shared Objects.

6. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION

We look to evaluate the practicality of adopting HideM to existing platforms by evaluating three different aspects of HideM. First, we evaluate HideM’s impact on system performance and resources. Next, we evaluate HideM’s compatibility with COTS applications. Finally, we provide a security evaluation to investigate the reduction of valid gadgets and the probability that an adversary can build a valid ROP exploit for a HideM protected binary.

6.1 Experimental Setup

We performed our evaluation on an IBM LS22 blade server with two Quad-Core AMD Opteron 2384 processors with 32GB of RAM running 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04.4 LTS. Each core can store 1024 4KB page entries. This processor does not support SMEP or SMAP and thus are not considered in the performance evaluation. However, disabling and enabling SMEP and SMAP consists of twelve instructions in total.

We acquired 28 different applications for evaluating HideM. These applications were chosen based on the dataset provided in previous work [35]. 19 applications are part of SpecCPU2006 and 9 applications are non-trivial common Linux user applications. We built the SpecCPU2006 benchmark applications with a modified base AMD64 configuration adding only “check_md5=0” to prevent rebuilding applications that were converted to HideM. The complete list of applications can be viewed in Figure 5.

We converted the 28 applications along with all required shared libraries to enable HideM protection. In total, we converted 442 binaries totaling 441MB. We identified that 3% (13 binaries) of 442 binaries contained data embedded in code of which only libcrypto.so required manual analysis for unknown data regions containing cryptographic algorithm data.

Each binary is converted by identifying DT-1 and DT-2 ranges in executable pages and writing the information back into the binary as a separate ELF section. We first converted the HideM supported GLIB ld-loader and shared libraries.

We then converted all binaries required for running the 28 applications. To identify all required shared libraries, we ran all 28 applications with LD_DEBUG enabled for printing all files opened by the loader. This provided a list of all loaded binaries along with respective locations. We found that ldd did not provide a list of all binaries loaded into memory. The 28 application binaries had their ELF interpreter modified to load the HideM enabled GLIB ld-loader.

6.2 Performance Evaluation

HideM augments execution to enforce code reading policy. In turn, HideM may impact the performance of a running application when enforcing a de-synchronized TLB configuration. HideM also requires additional runtime memory for generated shadow pages. Finally, converting binaries to HideM support requires additional disk space. Next, we evaluate HideM’s impact of each of these categories.

6.2.1 Runtime Overhead

To investigate HideM’s impact on runtime performance, we observed the runtime overhead of the 19 converted SpecCPU2006 applications. The benchmark was run with the command line options “–size=ref -noreportable –action=run –nobuild”. This configuration constitutes a reportable run with the number of run iterations set to three for each application. However, we are required to set the “–noreportable” switch to force execution of the benchmark when “–nobuild” and “check_md5=0” are set.

Figure 4 shows the percent overhead for each application as reported by SpecCPU2006. The percent overhead observed ranged from a 6.5% increase in runtime to a 2% decrease in runtime with an average increase of 1.49% and the median increase of 0.51%.

Many applications have minimal runtime overhead and even a performance increase. For example, bzip4ref has a 2% reduction in runtime. Low performance overhead and increases can occur for three reasons. First, read policy generation is lazy only occurring on first access to a protected page. Thus, the cost of generating a shadow page is only incurred after a page is accessed. The TLBs are then primed on first page-fault. Second, TLB priming opportunistically caches page mappings for both data and instructions on a single fault. Intermediate page level entries are cached preventing the need to walk the entire page-table. Standard hardware page-table walks may require caching all intermediate values. Finally, execution paths that do not cross many pages may never fill the TLB cache and thus may never be re-primed. Applications exhibiting noticeable overhead such as perlbench, soplex, and hammer have TLB entries evicted requiring re-priming.

6.2.2 Runtime Memory Overhead

HideM requires extra runtime memory for storing code reading policy and generated shadow pages. Shadow pages are generated under two conditions: (1) DT-1 data and executable instructions reside on the same page or (2) DT-2 data resides on an executable page. In the worst case, HideM will consume approximately twice the amount of executable pages allocated for a given binary.

We recorded the maximum Resident Set Size (RSS) for each tested application during our compatibility testing discussed in Section 6.3. We then ran each application without HideM protections under the same conditions (i.e., same
kernel and modified GLIB) and workload recording the maximum observed RSS. Figure 5 shows the percent maximum RSS memory overhead for each of the 28 applications. The observed percent overhead increase ranges from 0.04% to 25% with an average of 4%. Applications exhibiting small amounts of overhead allocate significant amounts of data and have tight execution flows which does not generate a significant number of shadow pages. We looked at the amount of memory increase in MBs for the five applications with the largest percent increase: smplayer/24.41MB, dumpcap/2.89MB, lynx/24.03MB, povray/3MB, lynx/4.09MB. The large memory footprint of smplayer and lyx occurs because execution covered a significant number of code pages across the loaded binaries.

6.2.3 Disk Overhead
To enable HideM support, binaries must provide DT-1 and DT-2 ranges residing in executable pages. This data is added to binaries during the conversion process and thus requires extra disk storage. We report the disk storage costs for enabling HideM support of the converted binaries.

We calculated the percent difference in on-disk binary sizes for all 443 converted binaries. We observed the average amount of data required to enable HideM support was 4.9% and medium of 4.2%. The overhead of the 28 application range 1% to 11.8%. Figure 5 shows the disk storage overhead for each of the 28 application binaries. HideM has the potential to leverage relocation information when available thereby reducing this cost.

6.3 Compatibility
HideM makes modest changes to binary loading and execution but should not interfere with correct execution. To evaluate HideM’s correctness and compatibility with existing COTS applications, we ran the 9 non-trivial applications under application specific workloads. The list of applications tested along with workloads can be found in Table 1.

We also ran the 19 SpecCPU2006 benchmark applications with the same configuration discussed in Section 6.2.1. SpecCPU2006 verified the expected output of each benchmark run and did not report any errors.

6.4 Security Evaluation
Our goal is to determine the security advantage of protecting binaries using HideM. The main way to exploit HideM is to build ROP exploits using only gadgets found in DT-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Binary Name</th>
<th># Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wireshark v1.6.7</td>
<td>Captured packets for 10 minutes, filtered TCP on port 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dumpcap v1.6.7</td>
<td>Captured packets for 10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gedit v3.4.1</td>
<td>Opened 189KB file, copied, pasted, saved</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lynx v2.8.8</td>
<td>Opened ncsu.edu website, navigated, posted forms in search</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>python v2.7</td>
<td>Ran Volatility 2.3.1 pelist command on 1.0GB memory dump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emacs v23.3.1</td>
<td>Opened, edited, saved text files of size 200KB and 1MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lyx v2.0.2</td>
<td>Opened classic thesis template, made modifications, compiled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smplayer v0.7.0</td>
<td>Played 10 minute 720p video</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These gadgets reside on both read pages and code pages. Gadgets found completely within DT-2 ranges are valid and can be used in an ROP exploit. In an unprotected binary, all identified gadgets are valid. HideM obfuscates DT-2 data by randomizing readable data not part of DT-1 or DT-2 ranges with values that mimic DT-2 data. Gadgets identified as part of this data are non-valid.

HideM provides security advantages in two ways. First, HideM reduces the number of valid gadgets that can be used to build exploits; thus, making exploit synthesis more difficult. Second, HideM introduces non-valid gadgets into readable pages. As a result, an adversary must guess valid unique gadgets and locations within DT-2 to enable successful exploit generation.

First, we identified all valid and non-valid gadgets in memory for both HideM protected binaries and non-protected binaries for all 28 tested applications. To identify gadgets we used two open source ROP gadget finder tools: ROPGadget v4.0.4 [17] and RP++ v0.4 [1]. We chose these utilities for their flexibility, support of 64-bit architectures, and their difference in types of gadgets reported. ROPGadget reports a limited set of expressive gadgets (e.g., pop %reg ret) while RP++ is more aggressive providing many more less expressive gadgets. These tools do not enable synthesizing available gadgets to build exploits. Tools such as Q [19] do synthesize gadgets to build exploits but do not support 64-bit architectures. We dumped all reported gadgets from the two utilities and identified valid and unique sets of gadgets. Table 2 contains the raw gadget data for all 28 application binaries, which will be used for calculating the probability of exploitation. Gadget sizes searched for HideM protected binaries were limited to a length of 4-bytes or less. This insight comes from the observation that symbols composing DT-2 data are likely 4-bytes for 64-bit binaries and are never contiguous. We use this data going forward to assess the security advantages of HideM.

Reduction in Valid Gadgets: Without hardening HideM, DT-2 data stands out in memory. For example, Figure 3 shows a read page with a single valid DT-2 value. HideM reduces the set of valid gadgets available for exploitation. The set of valid unique gadgets in a HideM protected binary is a subset of all valid unique gadgets for a non-protected binary. Thus an adversary is more restricted when synthesizing gadgets to build an exploit.

The total reduction in valid gadgets can be seen in Table 2 by comparing the “Orig.” unique gadgets to “Valid HideM”
unique gadgets. We found HideM reduces the number of valid unique gadgets identified by ROPGadget ranging from 38.24-100% and for RP++ ranging from 99.3-99.92%. The average reduction for ROPGadget is 77.33%. In general, the reduction is lower for applications with a larger number of DT-2 ranges, which leads to more potential gadgets.

**Probability of Exploitation:** Hardening HideM adds false data to read pages and forces an adversary to guess the locations of valid gadgets. As a result, an adversary cannot simply identify DT-2 data to build an exploit. Thus, adversarial exploitation of HideM protected binaries is based on the probability of correctly choosing a series of valid gadgets.

We can reduce the problem of building a successful exploit to modeling as “ordered sampling without replacement”. The adversary chooses \(N\) different gadgets from a set of unique gadgets \((U_g)\) at different address locations to build an exploit. There is a set of unique valid gadgets \((U_{vg})\), which is the subset of unique gadgets \(U_g\) containing at least one valid gadget. Choosing \(N\) unique valid gadgets from \(U_{vg}\) given the set of all unique gadgets \(U_g\) constitutes a successful exploit and takes the standard form

\[
\frac{U_{vg} \, P_N}{U_g \, P_N} = \prod_{n=1}^{N} \left( \frac{U_{vg} - n - 1}{U_g - n - 1} \right)
\]

where \(x \, P_N = \frac{x!}{(x-N)!}\) is permutation notation.

In many cases, the same gadget is often found in multiple locations of the binary. Thus, an adversary must also choose a valid location residing in DT-2 ranges. \(S_g\) is the number of different address locations where a chosen unique gadget exists, and \(S_{vg}\) is the number of valid locations for the specific gadget. Thus, we modify the standard form to account for \(S_{vg}\) and \(S_g\). The probability of successful exploitation against HideM is

\[
\prod_{n=1}^{N} \left( \frac{U_{vg} - n - 1}{U_g - n - 1} \right) \left( \frac{S_{vg}}{S_g} \right)
\]

\(S_{vg}\) and \(S_g\) are gadget specific and are dependent on the frequency of duplicates.

We calculated the probability of exploitation for each of the 28 application binaries protected by HideM. \(S_{vg}\) and \(S_g\) are gadget specific; thus, we substituted \(\frac{S_{vg}}{S_g}\) with an observed average for the distribution of valid gadgets to duplicate gadgets for each observed unique valid gadget. The right column of Table 2 contains the probability when only one valid gadget is required for exploitation (e.g., \(N=1\)). In reality, exploits will require more than one gadget. Further-

![Figure 5: Percent memory and disk overhead observed for each application.](image)

![Figure 6: Probability of exploit for 10 binaries with highest probability using ROPGadget.](image)

more, the expressiveness of gadgets size 4 or less bytes is limited and thus it is likely that more gadgets are required for exploitation [11]. All binaries have a probability of less than 16% for an adversary to correctly choose only one valid gadget. Figure 6 plots the probability of exploit (y-axis) for the 10 most vulnerable binaries over the number of gadgets in an exploit (x-axis). When the exploit requires 5 gadgets \((N=5)\), the probability of exploit approaches zero for all binaries.

7. DISCUSSION

HideM does not support writable pages and thus does not support self-modifying programs. Previous work has argued that it is difficult to support self-modifying code in split memory architectures [9]. However, we believe that applying HideM with self-modifying code is possible by providing updates to code reading policy after writing to a page. HideM uses the split-TLB architecture to differentiate memory reads from instruction fetches. Unfortunately, modern processor architectures have begun to implement a unified L2 TLB cache\(^1\) which does not differentiate TLB entries based on the type of access. As a result, any research or technical approaches that rely on a split-TLB to differentiate memory access will not function on these processors.

\(^1\)Unified L2 caches are standard beginning with 2008 Intel Nehalem architectures, ARM Cortex-A series, and AMD Phenom II.
That said, our use of a split-TLB is primarily an implementation decision that demonstrates how HideM can enforce fine-grained code reading policies to prevent memory disclosures. Future work will consider how to realize HideM without a split-TLB. For example, virtualization is a promising approach to enforce read policy [27]. Furthermore, HideM is similar to PAX in that we seek an implementation without CPU changes. We believe that HideM’s fine-grained code reading policies are a powerful primitive that warrants investigation for inclusion into future CPU hardware designs (i.e., similar to the NX bit).

8. RELATED WORK

PaX [26] introduced non-executable page support in software using split-TLB architecture to enforce non-executable permissions on memory without support hardware. Modern hardware can enforce non-executable permissions on pages. Van Oorschot et al. introduced bypassing self-hashing software checks via TLB de-synchronization [28]. Checksum software would read valid pages instead of modified executable pages thereby passing checks for modification. Similarly, Shadow Walker introduced stealthy hiding of rootkits executing in the region of a HideM protected binary, and “Valid” contains the gadgets that can be used for exploitation. “(A/U)” or “All/Unique” represents the number of all gadgets and unique gadgets. Probability of exploit assumes only one specific gadget is necessary for exploitation (N=1). In reality, successful exploitation will require N > 1.

Riley et al. used the split-TLB architecture to prevent code injection attacks [16]. The authors used the split-TLB to only allow memory writes to data pages. Injected code would never fill a page added to the ITLB.

HideM has similarities to a Harvard architecture where code and data are stored separately [3]. However, contemporary commodity hardware platforms implement a von Neumann memory architecture [30] where code and data are accessible in the same address-space. HideM accesses code and data in the same address-space only different data is provided for different operations.

Multics introduced execute-only memory permissions [7]. Execute-only memory could not be read by users programs. Modern binaries contain data on executable memory that make execute-only memory difficult to adopt in existing systems. HideM uses both execute and read permissions for a given memory address to allow for seamless execution.

XoM encrypted executable memory which was only decrypted prior to instruction loads by a special hardware processor [14]. Unfortunately, XoM suffers from poor performance and requires significant architectural changes. Suh et al. introduced modification to the XoM architecture to address performance issues but requires hardware architectural changes [24]. HideM is targeted at commodity systems to protect vulnerable applications from leaking data.

Research has also focused on protecting the contents of application data. Overlay protected application data from...
a malicious kernel using virtualization techniques to encrypt
userspace pages during kernel execution [5]. CleanOS used
taint-tracking of sensitive application data in mobile devices
to encrypt data that is not active [25]. VirtualGhost uses SFI [31] and CFI [2] techniques to prevent a kernel from
reading application data [8]. All of these approaches do not
address applications which leak their own data.

9. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented HideM, a practical system to
protect memory from leakage vulnerabilities on contempo-
rary commodity hardware. HideM uses the split-TLB archi-
tecture to enforce fine-grained execute and read permission
on memory by applying a code reading policy on memory
reads and execution. The policy is generated from binary
structure. HideM protects COTS and legacy binaries from
disclosing critical information about memory contents. Our
evaluation showed that HideM incurs limited overhead aver-
aging 1.49% increase in runtime and 4.47% increase in mem-
ory. Furthermore, HideM significantly reduces probability
of exploitation. HideM is a practical system for enhancing
the security of non-trivial applications with limited impact
to performance.
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